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Chapter President
Beth Jankowski

The chill in the air reminds us we are still in winter, but the earlier sunrises and later
sunsets are subtle signs that the season is changing. We also have signs in our careers
that our seasons are changing. For example, the newness of a new job can bring on
fresh excitement of learning and can be related to Spring. Summer can be related to
growth season, as we hone, train, and challenge ourselves to become skilled experts at
our job. Fall can be the harvesting of our hard work and prepare ourselves to retire or
even move to a new job. Winter, well, I have not figured that one out yet – I am
preparing for Spring! But as you ponder on your seasons in life and your career,
consider your opportunities to help others for we are in this career-building process
together.
Our Chapter has many early careerists looking to develop skills that will elevate their
careers and expand their opportunities. To our early careerists, I recommend to look for
leadership opportunities in organizations like ASMC. Volunteer to lead an event or
chair a committee (we have openings for both – contact me and we can discuss). I also
recommend that you look for solid mentors and build friendships with those in other
seasons of their career.
I call out to my fellow journeymen in the summer and fall season of their careers to
reach out and mentor our early careerists. Bequeath great tools they can use to work
their careers. Many of us did not have the opportunities that our early careerists have
today. We have worked hard with slow and tedious career progression. We should
celebrate that we plowed the way to grow financial management professionalism and
created encouraging career opportunities in financial management. Lastly, we have the
responsibility to ensure we are preparing great future leaders.
Those heading for the winter season, we applaud you for all your hard work. Know you
still have wisdom and knowledge to give the other in the different seasons. Stay
involved with ASMC and be there to encourage emerging leaders. You are the legacy!!
No matter your season, you are very important to the entire financial management team.
May you learn, grow, and teach with the empathy, integrity, respect, and dignity.
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MONTHLY MEMBER MEETING
February Member Meeting

On Tuesday, 22 February 2022, Ms Sarah Cramer, CHPS Health Promotion Specialist, spoke on the topic “Having a
Healthy Heart”. Ms Cramer explained heart disease and the warning signs and symptoms of a heart attack. She
provided a list of risk factors and explained 647,000 of Americans die from heart disease each year. Ms Kramer
discussed the major risk factors and how these risks can impact our heart health and warning signs we should note.
She provided the audience with ways to improve heart health, as well as how to contact support services if additional
help is needed.
Ms Jankowski, presented Ms Cramer a virtual Certificate of Appreciation and a donation in her name to the Fisher
Nightingale House. Ms Jankowski adjourned the meeting.
Upcoming Member Meetings:
Date: 22 March 2022
Speakers: Ms Carrie Denny, Chief, Centralized Asset Management - Budget Programs Division
Ms Tracy Cramp, Deputy Chief, Centralized Asset Management - Budget Programs Division
Topic: Centralized Asset Management (CAM) Program
**Mark your calendars for the ASMC Aviation Chapter Mini PDI - 12-13 April 2022**
Date: 26 May 2022
Speaker: Michael Brame, 88th ABW/FSS
Topic: Ethical Leadership
Date: 1 June 2022
Speaker: Kathy Sowers, SES, HQ AFMC/A5/8/9
Topic: Transition/What FM Can Do To Impact The Future
March WPAFB Education Services Calendar
https://usaf.dps.mil/:i:/r/sites/21288/FSS/FSD/FSDE/EE/Monthly%20Event%20Flyer/WPAFB%20Education%
20March%202022%20Flyer.jpg?csf=1&web=1&e=tBtbdE
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CHAPTER MEMBER NEWS
Congratulations
Markina McKnight, SAF/FMF Category III, Civilian of the Quarter
Andrea Blair, SAF/FMF Category II, Civilian of the Quarter
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FM ARTICLE
Aviation Early Careerist Takes Flight in Financial Management Program
An Interview with Saundra Moncree
ASMC: First of all, I just wanted to say thank you for volunteering to be interviewed by us. If you just want to
start off and tell me a little bit about yourself, some of your hobbies, anything.
Saundra Moncree: I like spending time with my family. I take care of my aunt. She's not your typical 90 year
old. We dance almost an hour every day to Motown songs. When I take a break, she is still going strong. I love
making jewelry, not only for myself, but for my friends. I volunteer at my church, providing families food for
Thanksgiving and Christmas, and toys for the kids for Christmas. Also, I was the chairperson for my church
Christmas party for a few years.
Last year, because of COVID 19 restrictions, the party was held virtually, but before the pandemic, I
volunteered at the food bank once a month, helping give away food for the less fortunate. My hobbies changed
when the pandemic started. I sewed masks for my family, friends, and myself, and had not sewed in years
before I started making masks.
I took up genealogy and started researching my family history via the Internet and by asking my family
members about our history. I also started monthly calls with my family members so we can learn about our
history.
ASMC: How long have you been a member of ASMC?
Saundra Moncree: I have been a member of ASMC since I started working at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
in 2017. I felt the organization could benefit my career. The National organization provides monthly webinars,
speakers, training events, podcasts, and educational classes and also gives the annual National Professional
Development Institute. They also provide enrollment to the Certified Defense Financial Manager program.
I’m a member of the Aviation Chapter, which offers the yearly mini-PDI, monthly “lunch and learns,” including
training events, health and relaxation classes, and leadership speakers. Before COVID-19, they provided
networking opportunities 30 minutes before the lunch and learns and quarterly social events.
ASMC: What has your career path been so far and why did you choose this industry?
Saundra Moncree: I worked in retail when I finished high school and during college. While working retail, I
realized that I didn’t want to work weekends, and I wanted a consistent work schedule. I started in private
industry when I graduated from college, but I still worked weekends and long hours at month end, which was
fine with me. I saw a job posting for a financial analyst and the job description sounded interesting. I found out
one of my friends worked in that department. I asked her what the job involved and she told me, so I decided
to change my career field to finance because I thought it was going to be challenging and rewarding. But then I
found out I was not qualified for the position because I did not have the right experience or financial degree. To
get more experience, I volunteered as a treasurer at several organizations at my church and in different
organizations at my job. By the time I was going to start my master's degree, I was laid off. I did not start
working on my master's degree until I started my next job. Then I contacted one of my friends to find out who
the financial management person was at Wright-Patterson because I wanted job security, stability, and worklife balance.
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ASMC: Tell us about some of your career aspirations.
Saundra Moncree: One of my career aspirations is to get my CDFM. I found out that for you to be a supervisor
you have to be competitive and one of the things recommend is getting your CDFM. In the long run, I want to
work in a financial management personnel department because I love to advise trainees in the training program
and guide them to make sure they complete the program, and they do it within the allotted two years.Because I
am currently the lead for the early careerists for the Aviation Chapter, I would like to hold a board position at
the local level.
ASMC: What bit of advice has been the most valuable to you?
Saundra Moncree: One of my friends told me to create a smart book, to write everything down you learn and
create a book. Every department that I'm in, I write down step-by-step instructions with screenshots, and I
create a Word document on every subject in the program. I was doing this one time, one of my supervisors, she
loved my smart book so much that she asked me to create a training documentation for the program. I would
say, be a team player, there's enough room at the top for everybody, share your knowledge. If you see someone
struggling or they're not getting the information, take time to talk to them and see if and how you can help
them. They may just be afraid to ask a question.
ASMC: That’s great advice.
ASMC: What has been the most valuable benefit of ASMC in your opinion?
Saundra Moncree: I would say the networking opportunities. I attended the National PDI twice, in 2018 and in
2019, and it was a great networking opportunity. I met several military leaders and SESs. One of the SESs I met
at the PDI in 2019, later became a mentor. The PDI classes were awesome. My coworkers and I got together and
registered for the same classes, but once we got to the PDI, we changed some of them because some of the
other classes seemed interesting, so we actually split up to get the knowledge transfer from both of the classes.
It was at the PDI that I met the Aviation Chapter president. When we got back to Dayton, she invited me to
lunch and offered me the early careerist position. Had I not been to the PDI, I never would've got my mentor.
ASMC: That's great. Do you have any words of advice for future early careerists?
Saundra Moncree: I would say there is no such thing as a dumb question. Ask a question. If you think it is dumb,
you could be asking a question that someone else might be thinking but may be afraid to ask. Asking questions
is a way to learn not only for you, but for everyone in the room. Be disciplined, do not be afraid of failure.
Always be willing to learn and stretch yourself and get a mentor.
ASMC: What do you hope to see for ASMC early careerist programs?
Saundra Moncree: We have a committee. I’m the lead for the early careerist committee and we are actually
starting to get our meetings together. I want the early careerists to get to meet the chief financial officers and
the SESs and the senior financial management leaders via monthly meetings for networking opportunities and
knowledge sharing. The early careerist committee meets monthly and we're going to schedule our speakers and
professional development classes starting next year.
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I want to start a mentoring program. I feel everybody needs a mentor, and mentors have a wealth of
knowledge and resources they can share with their early careerists to succeed in their careers. Mentors can
help the early careerists learn the culture at Wright-Patterson and with their career path and provide
productive feedback and help them set goals. The mentors can also provide advice to their early careerists
through their issues at work or in life.
ASMC: Do you have any final words you’d like to share?
Saundra Moncree: I’d like to thank Ms. Marilyn “Beth” Jankowski for submitting my name for the Early
Careerist interview in the Armed Forces Comptroller.
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Professional Development Corner

The ASMC Earlier Careerist has confirmed the following speakers to brief at their virtual luncheons.
All are welcome to attend!!
Date: 5 May 2022, 1130-1300 hrs
Speaker: Ms Marjana Zupcsan, Director, Financial Management & Comptroller Life Cycle
Management Center
Topic: TBD

Looking for Job Opportunities? Job Boards: https://
org2.eis.af.mil/sites/22788/Lists/AFMC%20FM%20Job%20Boards%
20Links/
AllItems.aspx

March is Coaching month on the Supervisors and Leaders We Need site (https://www.milsuite.mil/university/fspdsorientation/). The site is run by the Civilian Leadership Development School, and the school’s coaching team is hosting this
month’s activities and info. Each of the four weeks of the month, the site will have a different reading or live event covering the
month’s topic. Readings can be found on the site at: https://www.milsuite.mil/university/fspds-orientation/.
The Supervisors and Leaders We Need site contains the weekly readings and the ZoomGov meeting links (CAC required for
both). The planned webinars are:
Thursday, 10 March @ 11:00am EST
Coaching Skills and Principles for the Non-Coach
Thursday, 24 March @ 11:00am EDT
Live Demo: Coaching in Real Time
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TREASURERS’ REPORT/CHAPTER CALENDAR

TREASURER’S REPORT
January 2022
Treasurers: Dawn O'Connell and Rebecca Workman

Note:
The Fidelity ending balances are 31 January 2021. The
Fidelity account balances are investments and
fluctuate with the market. This causes unrealized
gains and losses, which are captured in the Income.

Aviation Chapter Calendar
22 Mar

Speakers: Carrie Denny & Tracey Cramp, HQ AFMC/FMM

12-13 Apr

Speaker: ASMC Aviation Chapter Mini PDI

26 May

Speaker: Michael Brame, 88th ABW/FSS
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COMPUTER TIPS and TRICKS by GEORGE DIEHL
Removing Future Occurrences From Outlook Calendar
Sometimes a user may need to delete a recurring meeting from their calendar. Doing so is the same as deleting
any other calendar item from Outlook. However, a user may find that they would like to keep the past
occurrences of a recurring meeting in their calendar but delete the future occurrences. Doing this requires
editing the recurrence of the meeting and changing the range of the recurrence. To change the range of
recurrence, go to the Outlook calendar and double-click on the recurring calendar item. When prompted,
choose “The entire series.” Click on the Recurrence button in the Meeting Series tab of the ribbon. Adjust the
Range of Recurrence settings to the desired end state. Note that these steps are for meetings the user did not
create themselves and the changes will only appear on their calendar. Following these steps with a recurring
meeting created by the user will adjust the recurrence for the user’s calendar as well as all other users who
were invited.
Outlook Delete All vs Outlook Clean Up
When right clicking on a folder in Outlook, you will get a list of several options. Two of these options are “Delete
All” and “Clean Up Folder”. While they may sound the same, they serve different purposes. Clicking on “Delete
All” will move all of the folder’s contents, including subfolders and their contents, to the Deleted Items folder.
This is helpful when you are clearing out space and you know that you do not need the contents of the folder.
However, this is not helpful if you want to keep most of the contents of a folder.
The “Clean Up Folder” option will move all redundant messages to a specified location. When you have an email
chain that is simply five or six replies back and forth, all you need is the last email that has the entire
conversation in it. Clean up will keep the 6th email and move the other five to the desired location. This can
help reduced the number of emails that you have in a given folder, subfolders, and/or PST file.
When you click on “Clean Up Folder”, the “Clean Up Folder” window will appear. Click on the Settings button.
This will open the “Outlook Options” window. Scroll down to the “Conversation Clean Up” section. There are
several options available. The two that you most likely would want to use on your work computer would be:
“When cleaning sub-folders, recreate the folder hierarchy in the destination folder” and “When a reply modifies
a message, don’t move the original”. There is also a box where you can specify what folder all of the cleaned up
messages get moved to. If you do not specify a folder, Outlook will default to the “Deleted Items” folder.
Note: With a folder selected, you can go to the Home tab of the ribbon and click the Clean Up icon in the Delete
section. This will allow you to run Clean Up on a Conversation, Folder, or Folder & Subfolders all at once.
Outlook Calendar Keyboard Shortcuts
While viewing a calendar, you can press Alt+1, Alt+2, Alt+3… to display a certain number of days following the
starting with the current day. For example, if you want to view one day then press Alt+1. On the other hand you
may want to view five days by pressing Alt+5. Additionally you could view up to ten days by pressing Alt+0. If
you want to jump to a month view from a given day view, press Alt+= OR Ctrl+Alt+4.
Pressing Ctrl+G will open the “Go To Date” window so you can quickly jump to a more distant date.
Searching and Saving Teams Content
Many of us are now heavy Teams users whether we want to be or not. While Teams offers a large variety of
content, a user can easily get lost in the content. For example, trying to remember who mentioned the contact
for the XYZ project could be difficult. Was it mentioned in a meeting chat, group chat, or in a Post of a team?
Teams offers a search capability similar to OneNote. A user can search a specific section (e.g., Chat, Teams,
Calendar) or all of Teams. By default, the Search bar across the top of the Teams app will enable the user to
search all of their Teams content and can be quickly accessed by pressing Ctrl+E. Then type the specific person
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or unique text string you would like to search and press Enter. The results of the search will be displayed in the
left-hand side of the Teams window with results separated into Messages, People, and Files. If a more advanced
search is required to narrow the results, a filter button will be available to the right of the Messages, People, and
Files sections. To search a specific section (e.g., chat group, team Posts, meeting chat), navigate to the section of
interest (e.g., a chat with a specific user) and press Ctrl+F and type the text string you would like to find then
press enter. Full details on the search capabilities within Teams are available in this Microsoft document (https://
support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/search-for-messages-and-more-in-teams-4a351520-33f4-42aba5ee-5fc0ab88b263).
A lesser-known capability in Teams’ chat is the ability to save specific messages for quick access. When hovering
the mouse over a message, some reaction emoji and an ellipsis button will appear in the message’s upper-right
corner. Clicking on the ellipsis will provide some additional options including “Save this message”. The message
will now be flagged as saved. In order to access your saved messages, type “/saved” into the Search bar and
press Enter. A list of saved messages will be provided. Teams contains a large collection of “slash commands”
that provide more advanced capabilities. To view a list of commands, type “/” in the Search bar and a list of
commands with descriptions will be provided. More details on Teams commands can be found here (https://
support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/use-commands-in-teams-88f61508-284d-417f-a53d-9e082164050b).
Teams Limits and Specifications
The capabilities of Teams continues to expand. For example, Teams meetings used to have a limit of 300
participants, which has now been expanded to 1,000. The 1,001st user to join the meeting will still be able to
listen in via the “view-only experience” where they cannot chat, share their screen, or talk. Up to 20 users at a
time can share their webcam. Finally, breakout rooms will only work for 300 or fewer users. As far as a Team is
concerned, up to 200 channels, versus the original limit of 20, can be added. Additionally, a Team’s storage
capacity is 25 TB. A comprehensive list of the current limits and specifications are documented here (https://
docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/limits-specifications-teams). Keep an eye on the footnotes. For
example, the current membership limit for a Team is 25,000 users commercially but for the DoD it is limited to
2,500 users until later this spring when it is targeted to expand to the full 25,000 users.
Teams App Keyboard Shortcuts
Note that a few shortcuts are a little different when using a web browser and will be shown in brackets.
Ctrl+. Opens a list of keyboard shortcuts (i.e., a shortcut to shortcuts)
Ctrl+, to open the settings window
Ctrl+E starts a search (type “/” in the Search bar to view a list of advanced commands)
Ctrl+F starts a section specific search
Ctrl+N opens a new chat [does not work in web browser]
Ctrl+1 opens the Activity Pane [Ctrl+Shift+1 in web browser]
Ctrl+2 opens the Chat Pane [Ctrl+Shift+2 in web browser]
Ctrl+3 opens the Teams Pane [Ctrl+Shift+3 in web browser]
Ctrl+4 opens the Calendar Pane [Ctrl+Shift+4 in web browser]
Ctrl+G opens the GoTo command for jumping straight to a team or channel [Ctrl+Shift+G in web browser]
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EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING MINUTES
ASMC – Aviation Chapter
Executive Board Meeting Minutes
15 February 2022 (1101-1159 hrs)
Microsoft Team (CHES)
I. Call to Order - President: Beth Jankowski, 1101 hrs.
II. Attendance/Reports
Treasurers: Rebecca Workman, Dawn O’Connell
Secretary: Shawn Kain (A)
President-Elect: TBD
Vice-Presidents
AFAA: Brian Surowiec (A)
AFLCMC: Dawn Holding (A)
AFMC: JoAnne Hutchison (A)
AFRL: Kristen Wentworth
At Large: Amie Satterfield
Contractors: Patrice Solorzano (A)
88th CPTS: Shannon Noles (A)
Committee Chairs:
Audit: Stephanie Burd, Michelle Hatton
Augsburg Scholarship: JoAnne Wills
Awards and Recognition: Sheena Fast (A)
Chapter Competition: Heather Brodess (A)
Communications: Colleen Robinson
Advertising/Publicity: Anita Kearns
Webmaster: Jonathan Paden (A)
Facebook Page Admin: Tracy Kremer
Community Activities: Vacant
Health & Wellness: Fernando Mason (A)
Membership: Rhonda Pepitone, Cynthia Payne (A)
Professional Development: Vacant
Early Careerist: Saundra Moncree (A)
Programs: Tammy Pendergast (A)
Tickets: Vacant
Ways & Mean: Vacant
(A) = In Attendance
II. General Business
A. OLD:
i. Mini-PDI: Beth reported the Mini-PDI will be held from 12-13 April. The theme is “Engage:
Analytical and Innovation Success in a Virtual Realm”, which covers Innovations, Virtual,
Automation, Analytics, and Digitalization. JoAnne Hutchison said MSgt Harding is the
conference package focal point at HQ AFMC, and Beth will contact MSgt Harding about the
rules for the packages. We need volunteers, six speakers and topics. We have a speaker from
AFAA, and Dawn Holding has a potential speaker from AFLCMC. It will be a virtual venue, and
Jonathan Paden will research live event options, Zoom gov, etc. Sheena suggested the MiniPDI planning committee start having bi-weekly meetings.
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ii. President Elect: AFLCMC is slated to serve next in the role of Chapter President. Dawn has two offers for
nominations, and she will check to see if the two people are members and reach out to AFLCMC members for
voting.
iii. Awards: Sheena is working on awards. She has received 38 award nominations. Kudos to AFRL for
submitting 14 nominations. She will send out a call for awards board volunteers.
iv. Fundraisers: We need someone to chair fund-raising events. Please let Beth know if you have a good
candidate.
v. Community Activities: Beth reported Fisher Nightingale House needs help moving furniture back into the
building after renovations and would like to have outdoor planting done in the spring.Facebook Page Admin:
Beth will send Shawn an item to post.
vi. Luncheon Updates: Tammy Pendergast reported we have the following lineup of luncheon speakers: 22
February, Olivia Lehman, CHPS Health Promotion Coordinator; 22 March, Carrie Denny and Tracy Cramp,
AFMC Centralized Asset Management Budget Office; 26 May, Michael Brame, 88 FSS/FSDET; and 1 June, Kathy
Sowers, AFMC/A5/8/9 Director and former AFLCMC/FM Director.
vii. Early Careerist Program: Saundra Moncree said the 8 February meeting with Chantele Dow, Financial
Management Director at AFPC, on Resume Writing went well, with 60 people in attendance. For 1 March, the
speaker is Jodi Pierri (AFLCMC/FZH Chief), and the topic is Leadership/Professional Development. On 5 May,
Marjana Zupcsan, AFLCMC/FM Director, will speak. Saundra will send calendar invites. Beth asked how we
can get recordings of the meetings on our website. Jonathan mentioned Mil Tube or SharePoint as options to
ensure appropriate access controls are in place. We need to get permission from the speakers before we post
the recordings.
viii. Facebook Page Admin: Tracy Kremer said she needs to understand which pages she is managing, and she
needs to be given permissions. Shawn will send an email to Colleen Robinson requesting Tracy and Beth have
administrative access to the ASMC Aviation Chapter Facebook page.
ix. Website Admin: Please send Jonathan Paden any items to post.
x. Chapter Competition: We need to ensure we keep track of articles that members write so we get
competition points. Heather and Beth also compiled a list of items we need for Chapter Competition: IRS
Form; Audit Report; Membership Plan; Articles by ASMC members published in magazine or similar
publications; Summary of Early Careerist Activities; and updates to the Website.
B. NEW:
Newsletter: Beth reported that Colleen has put out a call for articles from the VPs. The
articles don’t have to be written by the VPs. She has received inputs from AFRL and
AFLCMC, and we would like submissions from the other organizations.
ii. Networking Event: Dawn suggested having a social event or networking meeting outside of
work at King’s Table.
iii. Membership List: Cynthia Payne reported the membership list needs updating. Beth has
some people who may be able to assist in this effort.
iv. Meeting adjourned @ 1159 hrs.
i.
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ASMC NATIONAL PROGRAM NEWS
Join ASMC for the webinar, Antideficiency Act: What NOT to do, presented by Bill Arnold
This webinar begins with a short overview of the Antideficiency Act (ADA). The overview includes its history, major
provisions, topics such as augmentation and indemnification, and the ADA’s relationship to Purpose and Time violations.
We proceed to an analysis of all ADA violations reported from 2005-2019 – by agency, cause, and discipline imposed on
those found responsible. We then discuss about 20 examples that are representative of the many ways agencies have
violated the ADA. The session concludes with tips for preventing ADA violations. The webinar should be of interest to all
financial management personnel, especially program managers, budget analysts, contracting officers, and government
charge card holders and approving/billing officials.
Learn more HERE: https://asmconline.org/pd/the-antideficiency-act-what-not-to-do/
Date: 15 March 2022
Time: 1200 – 1300 ET (virtual doors open at 1130 ET)
CPE: 1
Platform: Zoom Meeting
Price: $29.00 Members / $49.00 Non-Members
REGISTER NOW: https://imis.asmconline.org/net/Products.aspx?category=webinar
Individual registration closes on 14 March at 1200 ET!
Group registration closes on 11 March at 1200 ET!
Webinar login instructions will be sent out 3 days prior to the webinar and again the morning of the webinar to the
email address that you register with.
National PDI Chapter Charity Raffle
This year's National PDI host chapter is sponsoring a Chapter Charity Event as part of this years PDI. For those members
attending on-site they will have the opportunity to participate in the charity raffle supporting the nonprofit VETLANTA
(https://vetlanta.org/), which helps veterans get connected to the resources and community they need. This is a great
way for your Chapters to support a good cause.
ASMC PDI 2022
American Society of Military Comptrollers (ASMC) is happy to announce our first hybrid Professional Development
Institute (PDI) 2022! We will be offering the option to attend PDI in-person in Atlanta Georgia, as well as an option to
attend in a virtual capacity.
The PDI is ASMC’s premier training event and will take place 1-3 June 2022 in Atlanta Georgia at the World Congress
Center and on ASMC’s Virtual Platform.
Pre-Conference courses maybe offered 30 May through 31 May, and those offerings will be confirmed prior to
registration opening.
Join ASMC for this fantastic opportunity to learn and interact with participants from Service HQs and major commands,
and to collaborate with leadership and peers. This event also showcases individuals and teams recognized by ASMC for
their excellent contributions to the field of defense financial management in 2022. The PDI 2022 program will include
general and Service Day sessions, mini-courses, and workshops that will focus on multiple defense financial
management competency areas.
Visit our 2022 PDI Website for more information: https://www.pdi2022.org/
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